The main theorem implies that if an infinite and locally finite complex K is two dimensionally connected, then the least number of fixed points of any mapping class from \K\ to itself is null. At the same time, the main theorem also enables us to compute the least number m(K) of the fixed points of the identity mapping class of \K\ by means of the following result: m(K) is equal to the least number n{K) of the fixed points of the good displacements of the welding set M{K) of K, where M(K) is the set of the boundary vertices of all these maximal two-dimensionally connected and finite subcomplexes of K.
In this paper, an infinite complex means a complex whose simplices are countable infinite. On the other hand, a locally finite complex means a complex K satisfying the following two conditions: For each simplex σ of K, St κ (σ) consists of number of finite simplices and |St π (σ)| is an open subset of \K\. The second condition means the topology of \K\ is the weak topology. If x is a point of \K\, then it belongs to just one simplex of K which is called the carrier of x and is denoted by Tr^ (x) . A complex K is called two-dimensionally connected if for any two maximal simplices σ and τ of K, there are simplices of K σ = σ Of σ lf •• , σ n _ u σ n = τ such that Gi_ x and σ if i = 1, , n, have a common face of dimension greater than zero.
Suppose that M is a subset of \K\ and that f:M->\K\ is a map such that Tr# (x) Π Tr^ [f(x)] Φ <j> for any xeM, then we say that / satisfies S(K) on M. 
for all xeM; and, (3) each fixed point of F ± on \K\ -M is isolated and lies in a maximal simplex of K.
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 2, let / = 1; thus we can choose Si to be sufficiently small to ensure that F(x) satisfies S(K) on |JBL|. Since M consists of vertices of K, then
for all x e M. Writing M -{y l9 y 2 , have the following properties:
•}, we can find η t > 0, that
We choose a path P, = [F(y t ), A i9 y if B i9 g(y t )] in St^ (yj, parametrized by length, such that points A and B belong to the maximal simplices of K. Defining the map F x \ \K\ -> \K\ as:
SHI GEN-HUA F x satisfies the conditions of this lemma. THEOREM 
Assume that K is an infinite and locally finite complex and that L is a two-dimensionally connected infinite subcomplex which has the boundary L consisting of some vertices of K. Assume that f: \K\ -* \K\ is a map and that each fixed point of f on ILI -ILI is isolated and lies in a maximal simplex of L. Then there exists a map F\\K\-*\K\ which has the following two properties:
(
has no fixed points on \L\ -\L\. If f satisfies S(K) on \K\ then F also satisfies S{K) on \K\.
Proof. The basic method of constructing F from / is to push a fixed point of / further away on L. First we choose the route of pushing the fixed point of /. We construct a one-dimensional complex R such that there exists a one-to-one correspondence g from all the maximal simplices of L to all the vertices of R, where two vertices g(σ^ and g(σ 2 ) constitute a one-dimensional simplex in R if, and only if, σ x and σ 2 have a common face of dimension greater than zero. Then R is a connected, infinite and locally finite complex. We choose a tree S in R which is a simply connected subcomplex of R and contains all the vertices of R.
We now construct a function N on the simplices of S by inductive definition. In complex S, if a vertex τ° is a face of a single one-dimensional simplex τ 1 only, then we define N(τ°) = 1 and jVXr 1 ) = 1. Evidently, S -N~\l) is a subcomplex of S. In complex S -\Jiz\ N~\r), if a vertex r° is a face of a single one-dimensional simplex τ 1 only, then we define N(τ°) = i and Nζτ 1 ) = i. Evidently,
S -{Jr=iN-\r) is a subcomplex of S. Let T = S -\Jr^ι N'\r). If
T is nonempty, then T is a subcomplex of S and we define N(τ) = 0 for all re T. As a result, function N has the following properties (1) and (2): (2), we can move the fixed points of / from g^N'^l) to {g~λN-\r)lr = 0 or r > 1}, and subsequently move the fixed points of / from g^N'Xϊ) to {^~W~1(r)/r= 0 or r > i}, and so on, thereby moving all the fixed points of / to {g^N^iO}}. Further, based on the Lemma 1 and property (4), we can move the fixed points of / from g^V^l)
to {g^V'^/r > 1}, and subsequently move the fixed points of / from g^V^ii) to {g~ι V~\τ)lr > i} and so on. Finally, we get a map F such that F = /rel \K -L\ and F has no fixed points on \L\ -\L\.
From the Theorem 1 we deduce: , be all its maximal two-dimensionally connected finite subcomplexes, thus the boundary M t consists of some vertices of K.
(1) g{a) e | St* (a) |, for all a e M(K); and, (2) if g has no fixed points in M if then the number of points in M t whose images under g are outside \M t \ is exactly THEOREM In Fig. 3 , the welding set M(K 2 )lpί K 2 is {a lf α 2 , α 3 , αj, and the arrows represent a good displacement which has least fixed points. From Theorem 3 we have m(K 2 ) -2. LEMMA 
Let K be a locally finite complex, then the least number m(K) of fixed points of the identity mapping class is equal to the least number of fixed points n(K) of all the good displace-

If g is a good displacement of K, there will be a map G: \K\->\K\ such that:
1) G(x) = 0(a), for all x e M(iί); (2) G satisfies S(K) on \K\; and, (3) G has no fixed points on \K\ -M(K).
Proof Applying Lemma 3, we get a map F t : \K\-*\K\ that has the following three properties:
, for all xeM(K); and, (3) each fixed point of F x on \K\ -il/OBΓ) is isolated and lies in a maximal simplex of K.
From Theorem 1, there exists a map F, such that, F satisfies S(K) on \K\, F=kF 1 \\K\-»\K\ rel Ui^o and F in | ΛΓ -U*Λf*I has no fixed points.
Since g is a good displacement, if g has no fixed points on M i9 the fixed point index of F in M< is zero, (see Appendix). From Lemma 1, we may move all the fixed points of F on \M t -Mil to any single point and then cancel this fixed point (see page 123 of [2] ). If the map g in M, has a fixed point A, then applying Lemma 1 as many times as necessary we may move all the fixed points of F on \Mi\ -\M i \ to A and finally get the map G.
In order to prove n(K) ^ m(K), we introduce the concept of fixed point classes on an open subset. DEFINITION 2. Assume that U is an open subset of the polyhedron \K\ of a locally finite complex K where U is compact. Assume that a map /: J7->| JSΓ| has no fixed point on U. Fixed points a and b of / in U are said to belong to the same fixed point class if there is a path P(ί) on U such that P(0) = α, P(l) = δ, and /[P(ί)]^P(ί) rel{α,δ} on \K\.
We may define the index of fixed point classes. The fixed point class with a nonzero index is called an essential fixed point class. The number of essential fixed point classes of / on U is finite. DEFINITION 
Suppose that a homotopy f t :U-+\K\, 0 ^ t ^ 1, has no fixed points on ZJ, f o (a) = a, f(b) -b and that P(ί) is a path on U connecting a and b such that f t [P(t)] = P(t)τel{a,b} on \K\ .
Thus we say there is a homotopy correspondence between the fixed point class of f Q on U which contains a and the fixed point class of f x on U which contains δ. This homotopy correspondence is a one-to-one correspondence between all the essential fixed point classes of / 0 and all the essential fixed point classes of / 1# The corresponding classes have the same index. 
Let f t :l =f:\K\->\K\, then f t (c t ) is a path from c t to f(c t ). Based on /,((?,), we can construct a path Q t (t) = a{-at-αi /3
ί that has the following four properties:
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